WOULD YOU RATHER
MEAL TIME QUESTIONS:

Would you rather...
Bungee jump holding a porcupine
  OR
Skydive holding a skunk?

Would you rather...
Begin every sentence with “According to my knowledge…”
  OR
End every sentence with “…Just kidding”?

Would you rather...
Drink a bottle of sea water
  OR
A cup of clean toilet water?

GAMES!!

Balloon Frenzy
The aim of this balloon game is to knock your opponents’ balloons to the floor while keeping your own in the air.
Winner: Last player with balloon in the air.

Balloon Shuffle
The object of this game is to carry your balloon from “start” to a chair and pop it…ALL WITHOUT USING YOUR HANDS!
If you drop your balloon, you must go back to start. If you use your hands, you must go back to start.
Winner: First person to pop his/her balloon.

Balloon Pop Off
Each player has a balloon tied around his/her ankle with a piece of string. The aim of this balloon game is to pop all the other balloons, while preventing your own balloon from being popped.
Once your balloon is popped, you are out and cannot pop anyone else’s balloon.
Winner: Last player with an un-popped balloon.